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Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Start Scimitar Mission: Episode #1 - “War Games” >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: The Scimitar is seen approaching Starbase 236

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::on the station ready to start his shift::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::in office talking with big sister::  Aurel: Well you wont' have me to baby-sit as often.

XO_Black says:
::on the Scimitar bridge, standing from the command chair, glancing at the bridge crew::  FCO: ETA Mr. More ?

EO_Leasha says:
@::on the Starbase at a cafe drinking coffee waiting for the ship::

TO_DuPont says:
@::Standing with his nose pressed against the Plexiglas watching the Scimitar dock::

CEnv_Heaton says:
@::On the Starbase, looking out of one of the outer windows::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::sat on the stations promenade looking over padds containing the technical specs of his new ship::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::behind his Console checking over reports::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Finishes her coffee leans back and looks around ::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::shutting down the external sensor grids after running a final check:: XO: Putting sensors on standby, Commander.

XO_Black says:
OPS: Lieutenant, contact Starbase and ask for permission to dock...

TO_DuPont says:
@::Lets out a loud sigh, mentally going over the armaments on board an Akira class cruiser::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::purrs quietly to himself as he takes a sip of his orange juice, his tail swishes slightly from side to side::

XO_Black says:
CTO: Acknowledged, Lieutenant...

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
XO: Aye, Sir ::opens Comm:: Com: Starbase: USS-Scimitar asking Permission to dock

EO_Leasha says:
@::gets up throws her bag over her shoulder and goes to take a look on the Promenade::

FCO_More says:
::Suddenly comes out of a daze and checks his board:: XO: 2 Minutes sir.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
<Aurel> Doran: Little Brother are you even aware of how close you are to home?

TO_DuPont says:
@::Watches the Scimitar's graceful lines and lets out another sigh::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<SBOPS> COM: Scimitar: Permission granted, Scimitar.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<SBOPS> COM: Scimitar: Proceed to docking gate 21 Alpha

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::having a talk with someone::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
Aurel: Hadn't even thought of it. ::thinks and shivers:; You don't mean...Mother? Maybe I'll see about a transfer.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@ ::standing at the docking gate, checking his chronometer impatiently::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
XO: Permission Granted too dock at Starbase

CEnv_Heaton says:
@::Takes a deep sigh, wondering how efficient this new ship operates::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::starts checking out the crew manifest to account for who will be going off the ship on what shifts::

FCO_More says:
::Looks around the bridge, and realises all of the changes that have taken place since he was first assigned three years ago, and sighs::

EO_Leasha says:
@::walks along the promenade humming to herself looking at the stalls wondering what she has let herself in for::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::begins looking over the engineering personnel files, continues to purr::

XO_Black says:
::sits back in the command chair, looking at the view screen::  OPS: Very well, pass the information to the conn...

FCO_More says:
::Catches a glimpse of Ahkileez at Tactical and thinks, 'The more things change, the more they stay the same'::

XO_Black says:
*ACEO*: Chief, everything ready down there for docking procedures...?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
<Aurel> Doran: You'll live. I have to go now. It's time for the children's playtime in the holodeck. Take care and call me back soon.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
  ::grins and turns too the FCO:: FCO: You have permission too dock ::smiles::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<ACEO> *XO*: Aye, sir.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Sighs and leaves for the turbolift::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::gets signalled that the last of the torpedoes have been removed from the rails for docking status:: XO: Weapons on standby confirmed, Commander.

EO_Leasha says:
@::looks at her padd with her orders on it as her attention wavers to a stall with some weird objects on ::

XO_Black says:
::nods in acknowledgement::  CTO: Well done Mr Ahkileez...

FCO_More says:
Ops: Understood.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::gets on the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge

TO_DuPont says:
@::Drags his eyes from the Scimitar and looks around noticing a few 'newbies' like himself lugging their personal belongings with them::

FCO_More says:
XO: Beginning docking procedures, sir.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@::taps foot, frowning at the ship approaching 21 Alpha::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::says goodbye to the persons who he was talking to and walks through the corridors of the station::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::steps off the turbolift and onto he bridge::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::snorts a little to himself, and scratches his angled eyebrow, before shutting down Tactical I and looking over the last of the internal security systems at Tac-II::

FCO_More says:
::brings the Scimitar to thrusters and glides her slowly into the docking port::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Picks an object up and looks at it carefully ::

XO_Black says:
FCO: Acknowledged.... make us look good, Mr More..  ::grins a little::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::finally closes his padds, makes sure of the time and leans back in quiet contemplation:: Self: Nearly time

FCO_More says:
Ops: Establish umbillical's...

FCO_More says:
XO: I'll try my best sir. :: smiles::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
@::Standing beside the airlock, he glances around the crowded docking bay and at the passing officers. With a sigh he turns around and acknowledges his XO:: XO: We've booked the holodeck already, do you have any idea what's keeping the Scimitar? The crew are getting restless.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::stood next to Admiral Rix:: *All new Scimitar crew*: Report to Docking bay 21 Alpha.

TO_DuPont says:
@::hears the broadcast and begins making his way to docking bay 21 Alpha::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::nods to Richmond::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Hears the comm. and heads for Docking bay 21 after putting the figure back down::

CEnv_Heaton says:
@::Heard the command and promptly proceeds to the docking bay::

FCO_More says:
XO: We're in position to dock sir, moving thrusters to station-keeping.


CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::hears the command and walks to the docking bay::

XO_Dref says:
@Captain: They might be nervous. It's hard to tell.

CEO_Mesme says:
@::hears the comm. and quickly packs up his gear, picks up his two small cases and heads for the docking bay::

XO_Black says:
::nods at the FCO::  FCO: Understood...

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Richmond: Commander, you might have made an effort to polish your shoes before reporting to duty.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: in his ready room doing some paperwork before the ship arrives at Starbase ::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
FCO: Sure ::makes ship ready too interface with the Starbase::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::looks back down the bridge:: OPS: Is engineering on passive wait status yet?

EO_Leasha says:
@::reaches the Docking bay .. Drops her bag and leans against the wall waiting::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
@::Nods:: XO: Hail their Captain and remind them, be sure to remind them that bets are still on and there's no backing away. ::Smiles and glances away, he studies his crew::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@::scowls at Rix::  Yes, sir.  With all due respect, Admiral Crenshaw is quite pleased with my appearance

TO_DuPont says:
@::Arrives at the docking bay notices all the brass and makes an effort to keep his distance while rubbing his boots on the back of his trousers::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::arrives at the docking bay and sees a lot of people there::

CEnv_Heaton says:
@::Arrives at the docking bay and briefly nods at everyone there::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Richmond: Admiral Crenshaw's standards have always been suspect.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: The Scimitar docks successfully.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
CTO: I don't know, ask them

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@::narrows his eyes:: Rix: I'll be sure to mention that in my report.

EO_Leasha says:
@::looks around::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@::winces as the Scimitar comes into contact with the couplings::

XO_Dref says:
@COMM: Scimitar: Will you soon be ready to take the challenge? We are waiting here.

CEO_Mesme says:
@::trots into view of the docking bay and takes a moment to study all the tall people before continuing into the crowd::

XO_Black says:
::hears the familiar "blump" for the end of the docking sequence::  FCO: Mr More, you have the bridge, I'll be meeting up with our new arrivals... ::stands from the command chair::

FCO_More says:
CO, XO: Docking completed.

FCO_More says:
XO: Understood.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: walks onto bridge ::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::raises an eyebrow at Bronckhorst::

Host CO_Winters says:
COMM: Dref: Yes, we are very interested in your challenge.

FCO_More says:
::looks at the CO, and stays in his seat::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Wonders what her new CEO is going to be like being a half Catian and grins to herself::

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: You know as much as I do.

XO_Black says:
::sees the CO enter the bridge::  FCO: Or not..  ::smiles::   CO: With your permission I'm going down to the docking bay to meet with our new arrivals...

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
@::Sighs:: XO: Inform them we'll meet them at holodeck two.

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Sure thing, have them report to me once they get their belongings stored.

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::frowns to himself and checks the power and computer usage from Engineering before placing security there on passive::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
@All: Okay, everyone into holodeck two. ::Nods, he glances around one last time before making his way towards holodeck two as well::

XO_Black says:
::nods at the CO::  CO: Aye, Captain... ::makes his way into the TL::  TL: Docking Port !

XO_Dref says:
@COMM: Scimitar: We'll meet at holodeck two.

FCO_More says:
::leans back in his chair, and starts on his long awaiting second officer paperwork::

Host CO_Winters says:
@COMM: Dref: Which holodeck two :: smiles :: and what crew members should attend?

CEO_Mesme says:
@::stands waiting in the middle of the crowd purring to himself, his tail not moving at all::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Richmond: I think I'll need to have a word with their commanding officer.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::looks over the crowd::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Notices who might possibly be the CEO and just looks::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@Rix: Aye, sir.

XO_Black says:
::leaves the TL and enters the Scimitar's docking port::

XO_Dref says:
@COMM: Scimitar: The entire senior staff.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
CTO: We might have War games in a few hours, suggest you keep tactical active

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@::absently brushes his hand through his hair, checking the parting::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::meets the gaze of a slightly taller human female and smiles at her before turning his attention elsewhere::

Host CO_Winters says:
*All hands* We have been extended an invitation to some sort of challenge on Station Holodeck 2, all senior staff report in.

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::doesn't look back:: OPS: Lieutenant, standard procedure is to take tactical offline while in port. Commander Black or Captain Winters will have to order it.

TO_DuPont says:
@::Waits patiently to board the Scimitar::

FCO_More says:
::looks up from his station::

XO_Black says:
@::heads out of the Scimitar, nodding at the security officers present and enters the Starbase's docking bay, looking for the new crewmembers::

FCO_More says:
CO: What kind of challenge, sir?

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@::squints at Black as he emerges from the TL::

EO_Leasha says:
@:: Smiles back and then looks else where::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@Rix: Maybe we should just get van Bronckhorst and get this over with.

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: No idea, Commander...

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Black: I say! You there!

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
self: Vulcan for sure. CTO: Aye

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: ... but the Scimitar crew will not turn down a challenge from anyone.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::sets his station on passive::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Following::

FCO_More says:
::nods:: CO: Business as usual sir, eh? ::smiles::

Host CO_Winters says:
*XO* Make sure our new arrivals make it to holodeck two on the station

CNS_tr`Loris says:
FCO: I guess we'll find out when we get there.

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: Lets be sure we make it that way.

Host CO_Winters says:
All: I meet you all there.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: walks to the turbolift ::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Taps foot on the ground waiting to find out what is going on ::

XO_Black says:
::stops as he hears someone screaming then turns and salutes::  Admiral: Admiral, Sir...?

FCO_More says:
CO: Shall I call the beta shift to the Bridge?

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::then decides too lock out his console and waits to be dismissed::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@::stands bolt upright, staring at Black as if he just wiped him off his shoe::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::finishes the last string of commands to leave internal security on passive and then turns back to his station:: CO: Captain, internal and external security is fully on standby.

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: I think we can go down to a skeleton crew, it has been a while since we have been in port.

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Acknowledged

FCO_More says:
CO: Understood.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Black: I suppose your captain is too important to meet me? ::sighs:: Never mind...

FCO_More says:
::gets up from his console and locks it out to senior staff only::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Black: Do you realise you were due here 30 minutes ago? We had to hold up two medical freighters for you. Reports will be made out.

FCO_More says:
All: Anyone want to accompany me?

TO_DuPont says:
@::backs away from the barking admiral::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::brushes a hand over his shaved head and waits::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@::looks stoically at Black, trying hard not to stop Rix in his tracks and order his dismissal from Starfleet::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::finally stops purring to himself and realises he cant see due to all the tall people... listens instead::

EO_Leasha says:
@::watches what’s going on and wonders if its to late to transfer to another ship::

Host CO_Winters says:
TL: Docking port.

XO_Black says:
@::looks at the Admiral with a straight face::  ADM: I understand, Sir..  we had some delays on the way here... nothing serious.. and the Captain will be down in a minute..  ::glances at the docking port::  Self: Just my luck...

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@Rix: Actually, sir, I believe the Commander is here to meet his new crewmen.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Black: Engineering are inspecting 21 Alpha now, we think you might have jarred loose some of our couplings when you docked.

FCO_More says:
::shrugs and walks over to the Turbolift::

XO_Black says:
@::taps his commbadge::  ADM: If you'll allow me..  *CO*: Captain.. Admiral Rix is waiting for you at the Scimitar's docking port...

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Black: I can't afford to stand around here waiting for your Captain, I'm afraid you'll have to do.

Host CO_Winters says:
*XO* On the way

FCO_More says:
Senior Staff: Report to the Stations Holodeck two as soon as possible.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::Walks towards the turbo lift following the FCO::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
self: I have this bad feeling.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
@Rix: Sir, you should let the Commander do his job.  ::looks meaningfully at Rix, making sure he knows he means business::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Kick her bag and moves slightly away from all the command staff although was interesting to watch::

FCO_More says:
Computer: Lockout bridge command stations to Scimitar Senior Staff only. Authorisation LtCmdr More, second officer, 9910.21 Beta.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: steps off the turbolift outside the docking port  and spots the gathering ::

FCO_More says:
::nods and walks into the lift::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::gets on the turbolift:: Computer:: Docking port.

Host CO_Winters says:
Rix: Admiral.

XO_Black says:
@::nods at Commander Richmond for the constructive words::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Richmond: Perhaps, Commander, you'd like to help him. A transfer to the Scimitar wouldn't take too long to be processed.

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::steps in next to tr'Loris, nodding curtly::

XO_Black says:
@CO, ADM: If you'll excuse me now..  ::nods at both of them and heads to his new crewmembers::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::bites his tongue remembering what sis said::

FCO_More says:
::presses the button that closes the door, and the TL is on it's way::

TO_DuPont says:
@::Comes to attention as the XO approaches::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::looks at someone and walks to him for a chat:: Heaton: Hi, I'm Ngoyo Takahashi.

CEO_Mesme says:
@::has managed to work his way to the front of the crowd and now watches the bickering officers with mild amusement::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::takes a long look at Richmond:: 

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@Black/CO: Very well, Operations have reported that we're missing some tricorders after the last ship that docked here, be sure you don't take anything off the station that you didn't bring on. Be about your business.

CTO_Ahkileez says:
:;rests his hands on the rail and crosses his feet in front of him, easing back against the wall for the ride::

EO_Leasha says:
@::looks up as the XO walks over ::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: one word comes to mind... idiot ::

CEnv_Heaton says:
@::Was watching the discussion calmly, now sees Mr. Black approach::

XO_Black says:
@New Crew: Attention !

CSUP_Takahashi says:
@::stands at attention::

EO_Leasha says:
@::Stand to attention as orders ::

TO_DuPont says:
::Narrows eyes slightly as he was already at attention::

CEnv_Heaton says:
@::Stands at attention::

CEO_Mesme says:
@::brings himself up to his unimpressive height and to attention::

FCO_More says:
::feels the turbolift come to a halt, and steps out as the doors open, making a straight line for the docking bay::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
@ ::sighs to himself, and paces methodically back into the base::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::steps off, walking on to the Starbase::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::uncrosses his feet and follows the smaller man out:: CNS: Have you gotten anything on our new arrivals?

FCO_More says:
::walks through the docking bay, avoiding the new crew and officers congregating listening to the CO::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::takes a deep breath and heads for the docking bay::

FCO_More says:
::walks out of the door onto the Starbase::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
CO: I believe the Admiral was going to comment on your punctuality, Captain.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CTO: Not anything that you wouldn't know already.

XO_Black says:
New Crew: Good, first off, welcome aboard the USS Scimitar...  as you've already have guessed I'm Commander Black, the executive officer of the Scimitar....  ::looks at his time table::  but since we are in a hurry... please put your belongings in the Scimitar's docking port, and follow me then...we'll head for holodeck 2...

FCO_More says:
::pulls a small PADD from his pocket, and pulls up a station chart, as he is unfamiliar with the layout::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::stops at the new Crew and listens too the XO::

TO_DuPont says:
::Places his duffel bag in the Scimitar and follows the XO::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::stops at the rear of the small assemblage and lowers his voice:: CNS: Are you sure about that?

FCO_More says:
::walks down the docking ring corridor until he reaches the promenade and mall areas::

EO_Leasha says:
::raises an eyebrow and drops her bag off and follows the XO ::

CEO_Mesme says:
::places his two small cases in a corner and moves to follow the XO::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Nods at cmdr Black and follows::

Host CO_Winters says:
Richmond: I am sorry, but your staff didn't notify me that you would be waiting, perhaps you should transfer them to the Scimitar and we can make them more... efficient.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CTO: Pretty sure. ::grins:: I haven't gotten around to reading their psych profiles yet.

XO_Black says:
::glances at OPS and smiles a little::

FCO_More says:
::follows the signs for 'Starfleet Holodecks'::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::sees van Bronckhorst::  OPS: We'll be with you shortly, Lieutenant.

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::places his belongings in the docking port and follows the group::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
CO: They're not my staff, Captain.  They're the Admirals.

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::smiles a little bit:: CNS: I hope theirs is as stunningly boring as mine.

FCO_More says:
::walks down a staircase and arrives on a less crowded deck, where the Holodecks are::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::smiles just a little::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: I have a supply Officer to instruct first, Commander

Host CO_Winters says:
:: whispers :: Richmond: He was suppose to hear that :: smiles ::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: You will wait here, Lieutenant.  Your Supply officer has been assigned to holodeck 2 for the moment.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
CO: As you were, Captain.  ::stoically::

EO_Leasha says:
::Wonders where there off to know when she wants to go check out Main Engineering::

Host CO_Winters says:
Richmond: If that is all for now, the Scimitar crew has been invited to take part in some sort of exercise on holodeck 2

XO_Black says:
::as he sees that everyone has done as he asked he moves long towards the docking bay's exit::

FCO_More says:
::locates holodeck 2 and stands in front of it::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::heads for holodeck 2::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
CO: Dismissed.  ::nods to Winters, and turns to Rix:: Admiral, Lieutenant van Bronckhorst is here.

FCO_More says:
::leans against the wall, and breathes deeply while no one is looking::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: walks to the station turbolift :: TL: Holodeck 2

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::Raises a eyebrow at Richmond:: self: Strange man that guy 

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::is content to follow::

CEO_Mesme says:
::as they move towards the holodeck makes his way through the crowd towards the human female he saw a few minutes earlier::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: gets to the holodeck and enters ::

FCO_More says:
::presses himself off the wall as he sees the CO, and enters after him, again looking professional::

XO_Black says:
::raises his voice a little::  New Crew: All Right, for your information... we've been invited to a holodeck exercise with another crew to see how well we do in battle readiness....  ::glances at each of them::  and I’m I sure don't need to add that we are going to win that exercise..  ::grins a little::

FCO_More says:
CO: Any idea what this is all about yet, sir?

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::stops just inside the door, hating these little exercises::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::turns too the Admiral:: Admiral: You wanted too speak too me, sir?

EO_Leasha says:
::just listens::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::arrives at the holodeck::

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: Not a thing, training exercise I believe.

FCO_More says:
::raises an eyebrow - something he has picked up from Kalla::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: looks around the holodeck ::

XO_Black says:
::enters the TL and orders "holodeck 2"::

FCO_More says:
CO: Do we know this crew at all, or are they just complete strangers?

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: Strangers, a friendly gesture to welcome us perhaps ?

CEO_Mesme says:
::thinks it would have been better to let the crew get accustomed to each other before engaging in an exercise, shrugs and follows the XO into the TL::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: The holodeck is full of senior staff from the Spartan.

EO_Leasha says:
::Follows the XO in to the TL and see who she thinks is the CEO and smiles again::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks around at the people in the holodeck::

FCO_More says:
CO: They didn't sound all that friendly to me... Heads up, sir! ::motions to the senior staff of the Spartan appearing::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Paintball gear appears laid out for the Scimitar crew

XO_Black says:
::exits the TL on the appropriate deck and enters holodeck 2, looking at the various officer present and locates Captain Winters::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: Follow me, please, Lieutenant.  ::walks away from the docking port::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Walks towards the Scimitar Captain, he swings his gun over his shoulder as he pauses in front of him:: CO: Captain. ::Turns to the Scimitar crew and nods. Pausing, he glances back:: This is my XO, Dref. I believe you two talked already?

EO_Leasha says:
::Exits TL wondering what’s go to happen now::

Host CO_Winters says:
FCO: I think there pretty friendly... Paintball

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::enters the holodeck::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::follows Richmond:: Richmond: Sir, I rather be somewhere else, can't we delay this, sir?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks at the paintball gun::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::raises an eyebrow at the devices::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: No.  This will take place now, not at your convenience.  Follow me.  That's an order.

FCO_More says:
::looks down at the paint, and then down at his uniform and sighs::

CEO_Mesme says:
::walks into the holodeck and looks at the "guns" on the floor:: Self: Oh...

Host CO_Winters says:
Hara: Indeed we have, looks like you have arranged for some relaxation

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Nods:: CO: I believe we're ready to start, Captain?

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: Ah, bummer

Host CO_Winters says:
Hera: I think so

TO_DuPont says:
::Frowns at the sight of the paint ball guns and thinks that Klingon disruptors would have been more realistic::

FCO_More says:
::grabs the paintball gear assigned to him and suits up::

EO_Leasha says:
::walks in to the Holodeck and notices the guns and smiles::

Host CO_Winters says:
Scimitar Crew: Gear up.

FCO_More says:
CO: As ordered.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::spins on van Bronckhorst:: I beg your pardon ???

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::puts on the suite and takes a "gun"::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
~~~CTO: Relaxation?~~~

XO_Black says:
::moves to the CO::  CO: Captain...the new crew has arrived.. ::smiles and glances at the new arrivals::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Smiles, he bows shortly before stepping away:: Spartan: Pull back, let's go to our starting point.

EO_Leasha says:
::hears the orders and gears up picking the Gun up as well::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::picks up his gun::

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Tell them to suit up ::smiles::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::feels the unfamiliar tickle and looks around, recognizing the source:: CNS: What about it? ::picks up one and inspects it::

CEO_Mesme says:
::gets into the paintball gear, finds the gun a little awkward to hold::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: I said 'ah, bummer'

XO_Black says:
CO: Aye, Captain... ::glances at the new crew::  New Crew: You heard the Captain... gear up !

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CTO: I don’t think they do this for relaxation, they're competitive. They pay to win.

TO_DuPont says:
::picks up the gun examining it knowing that a slight modification to the gas filter would make this 'game' a lot more fun::

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the XO as she already is ::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Looks around and calmly begins preparing for the 'fight'::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: One more comment like that and you will be out of Starfleet, mister.

TO_DuPont says:
XO: Sir, is unarmed combat allowed?

FCO_More says:
::looks around at the new crew and gives them a quick look up and down::

XO_Black says:
::grabs one of the paintball guns as well, attaching some reserves on his belt, looking at the Spartan crew wondering how they're gonna pull this off::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
Computer: Start five second count down, then start the program. Loud count.

EO_Leasha says:
::takes a look at the weapon and waits for her orders hears the TO and looks with interest at his question::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: Takes three captains too do that, sir, and I really must do something really stupid!

FCO_More says:
::backs up towards the XO::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks around at the Spartan crew and picks a target a pretty looking female in engineering yellow::

XO_Black says:
::turns to the TO and raises his gun::  TO: Not unarmed, Ensign...just with alternative weaponry.. ::smiles::

FCO_More says:
XO: I've got your back, Black.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::walks right up to van Bronckhorst::  OPS: You will take the stand, Mister.  That's a direct order from Starfleet Command.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<Computer> Acknowledged.  5......

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::picks out a target::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<Computer> 4

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: I will be heard, not being booted, Commander!

XO_Black says:
::nods at the FCO::  FCO: Got it More...let's get these guys... ::grins evilly::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<Computer> 3

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::ready's himself::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<Computer> 2

TO_DuPont says:
XO: Aye Sir ::hefts gun::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<Computer> 1 - Fight!

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::fires at his target::

Host CO_Winters says:
Scimitar Crew: There’s a free dinner if you win...

XO_Dref says:
::Jumps and grunts::

EO_Leasha says:
::gets ready and picks a target.. looks at the TO and shakes her head::

FCO_More says:
::nods and lines up his sights::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: And you will respect your senior officers.  Now MOVE!

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::aims at the female and fires::

CEO_Mesme says:
::tenses up and pounces into cover::

EO_Leasha says:
::Dives out of the way of anyone’s Aim::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A paint ball whizzes past tr'Loris, very closely

XO_Black says:
::ducks, moving forward getting his gun ready, looking for targets::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Dives behind the nearest obstacle and looks for a suitable target::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: Your the one stalling, Commander!

FCO_More says:
::looks around, still trying to distinguish between the New Scimitar crew and the Spartan crew::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::sitting at his desk, checking his chronometer for the umpteenth time today::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: Move, move, move!

TO_DuPont says:
::Dives into a theatrical roll and comes up spraying paint pellets in the direction of the Spartan crew::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: down on one knee using a tree for cover ::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::jumps away, looking for cover::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::walks briskly into the office::

XO_Dref says:
::Tries to find the enemies but proceeds cautiously::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks to see she's gone, and starts running:: self:: darn.

EO_Leasha says:
::Looks out carefully trying to find a target that she lost ::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball whisks past DuPont

XO_Black says:
::looks at More::  FCO: Suggest we go in an oval pattern, circling them from behind this early in the game..

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::Stands::  Richmond: And Where Am I suppose to go on a station I don't know, sir?

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball whizzes between Black and More, startling them both

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::sees a flash a green behind a rock, sneaks over and around the rock::

TO_DuPont says:
::Laughs:: and dashes forward in the direction of where the paint ball came from::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
OPS: Follow me  ::walks into the office where the hearing will be::

FCO_More says:
XO: Right...

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::pulls down his mask and hefts the gun's light weight, looking over the field:: Self: This is ridiculous..

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Glances around, he frown and dives behind one of the nearby high bushes. With a simple he moves his gun as one of the Scimitar crew grown near::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::looks up from the chronometer at Richmond::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::fires again at his target, a klingon::

Host CO_Winters says:
::acquires a target on the opposite side and fires a paintball at what looks like Captain Hera::

CEO_Mesme says:
::darts from cover to cover, listening hard::

EO_Leasha says:
::Moves carefully over to the another safe spot ::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Spots Mr Dref from behind his cover and carefully takes aim::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::enters the room, with van Bronckhorst behind him::  Rix: Apologies, sir.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Richmond: Thanks, sir ::follows the annoying and dumb Commander::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::cranes his neck to get a glance of Bronckhorst behind him::

XO_Dref says:
::Aims, resets the frag-counter, and shoots::

XO_Black says:
::sees the ball fly by::  FCO: And we better hurry... ::increases his pace, firing at one of the Spartan crew as the line of fire becomes clear... and quickly taking cover after it::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Fires at the Scimitar XO::

TO_DuPont says:
::Spots movement and wishes that he had a thermal grenade::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Takahashi hits the Klingon, who lays on the floor.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
Richmond: Is this the accused, Commander?

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::fires a paintball at the green uniform::

FCO_More says:
::ducks, and drops, then rolls and lines up his sights with where the shots came from and fires off two shots::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball hits Leasha

EO_Leasha says:
::Sees one of the other side and fires::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: moves off to the left side trying to flank Captain Hera ::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Fires a dozen shots at XO Dref in rapid succession::

FCO_More says:
::gets up again and looks around, while keeping Black's back covered::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
Rix: Yes, sir.  ::sits down next to Admiral Campbell::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
self: yes ::searches for another target::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::sighs trying to see if he can sense anything::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Frowns as he hears noise behind him, he glances around and begins crawling away::

TO_DuPont says:
::Notices the EO get a nice red splat on her uniform and laughs to himself::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball whizzes past Ahkileez.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball hits DuPont

XO_Black says:
::moves through cover rapidly::  FCO: Take out the big fish and finish the small ones later....  ::grins::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::fires off two quick shots and sees them go wide:: Self: Definitely not as good as a... &$@*! ::ducks::

CEO_Mesme says:
::silently sneaks behind a member of the Spartan crew and opens fire, purring, his tail swishing wildly::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::frowns at Bronckhorst::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: fires more shots at the Captain wondering how his aim got so bad ::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::Stands too attention::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::picks out his next target and heads in it's direction::

TO_DuPont says:
::Scurries forward looking for targets ducking a diving as a paint ball hits him directly on the forehead::

EO_Leasha says:
::is Hit:: Self : ouch that hurt

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Sneaks off to the left, doing his best to maintain cover while his target is looking the other way::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball whizzes past More, following quickly by another 3

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: Are you Lieutenant Junior Grade, Willem van Bronckhorst, Chief Engineer of the USS Scimitar?

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball hits Heaton

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::jumps to another site of cover and fires at Mr Dref::

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Drops from a tree behind the TO, he fires on him from zero range::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::hears something and ducks behind a bush::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: begins closing on Hera taking better aim ::

CEO_Mesme says:
::pounces off into cover again, likes games like this::

FCO_More says:
::wonders what god-like force is picking on the poor FCO::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A ball hits More

XO_Black says:
::covers More's back and fires several shots at the target::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::sees someone in medical blue and fires::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
:: grinds his teeth in annoyance and rolls on his shoulder around one of the barricades, kneeling and firing again::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
RIX: No, I'm LTJG, Dr. Willem Van Bronckhorst, Operations Officer, USS Scimitar

Host CO_Winters says:
:: moves into dense cover ::

XO_Dref says:
::Keeps firing madly::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Hera falls to the floor.

Captain_L`Zar_Hera says:
::Runs away as he notices more people coming his way::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Ducks as a purple ball hits his right shoulder, quickly returns fire, aiming for Mr Dref::

TO_DuPont says:
::Tries to rub the paint out of his eyes::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Another Spartan crewman falls - the shot came from Ahkileez

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: I see. ::adjusts his PADD:: Richmond: Really, I would have expected the paperwork to have been up to date.

FCO_More says:
::sees a clear shot and takes it, firing off a burst of balls::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A shot whizzes past Takahashi

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A Spartan crewman falls to the floor

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::smiles in glee and rushes behind a barricade again::

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Realizes he's been hit:: Self: Oh man.. just when I had him in sight.. ::sighs::

CEO_Mesme says:
::spots a member of the Spartan crew manoeuvring to open fire, darts out of cover and opens fire first::

EO_Leasha says:
::leans against the rock mumbling to herself and the generally moves out of the way::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: tr'Loris is hit.

TO_DuPont says:
::Stumbles forward and trips over the EO::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: takes aim at another Spartan officer glad he took note of what his new crewmembers looked like ::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
self: not good  ::searches for a better place to protect himself but keeps on firing::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
self: darn

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: You face a number of charges today. Do you represent yourself, or have you made arrangements for counsel?

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: The Spartan officer falls, felled my Winters.

EO_Leasha says:
::watches the TO::  TO: Sorry was here before you :: Smiles::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Mesme falls

XO_Black says:
::moves along quickly, coming from behind the Spartan's XO and fires at him::  Self: Take this !

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::eases the barrel through a slot and fires at one of the enemy::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: Begging your Pardon, sir, I have not been notified before hand so it seems I Have too represent myself, sir!

TO_DuPont says:
EO: Uhh sorry, uhh can you help me I have paint in my eyes?

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: A shot hits Mesme in the back

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Black fells a Spartan crewman

Host CO_Winters says:
:: continues firing at another red shirt ::

EO_Leasha says:
TO: Certainly ::pulls her sleeve down a bit and helps the TO with the paint clearing his eyes:: That better ?

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: I see. ::mutters something about the Scimitar under his breath::

CEO_Mesme says:
::hits the floor and purrs to himself, his hair bristling:: Self: Oh well

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::fires again at what looks like a member of the medical department::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Black is hit - the shot comes from Winters

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Takahashi is hit by Dref

Host Admiral_Rix says:
Computer: Let the record state that Mr. van Bronckhorst has agreed to represent himself.

Host CO_Winters says:
::laughs::  XO: I knew this would be fun

Host CO_Winters says:
::ducks behind a tree::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
::makes a note on the log::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
ADM: Neither do I know ALL the Charges so if it would be possible for somebody too read them out, sir?

CSUP_Takahashi says:
self: dang

EO_Leasha says:
::Looks at the TO waiting for his answer::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: You face charges of Desertion, Endangering fellow crewmembers in a hostile situation, and Unprofessional use of weapons onboard a starship, resulting in injured crewmembers

XO_Black says:
::turns around and sees the CO hit him::  CO: Captain...you are not helping..  ::grins and smiles::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::rests his foot in a notch and leans over the top of a barricade for high ground, firing down on the enemy position::

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: Winters is hit

TO_DuPont says:
EO: Yeah thanks ::squints at the EO while gingerly feeling the huge bruise on his forehead and offers his spare hand::  Zefram DuPont, tactical officer USS Scimitar and you are?

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Dang

XO_Dref says:
::Notices the frag counter increasing madly::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
::looks at The Admiral:: ALL: Desertion????????

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: That is correct.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<Computer> All: The U.S.S. Spartan wins.  Game over.

FCO_More says:
::sighs as he was taken out early::

EO_Leasha says:
TO: Ens. Karla Leasha, Engineering officer same ship ::takes his hand:: got you right between the eyes huh ?

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::shouts angrily:: Outloud: What??

CEnv_Heaton says:
::Sighs and looks around for 'dead' people::

XO_Black says:
::sighs::  Self: You got to be kidding me..  ::looks at the CO::  CO: We should claim a rematch....

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: I’m Sorry but the whole Conflict happened in Main Engineering, and I didn't leave ME then ,sir?

TO_DuPont says:
::Smiles and winces as he pushes a little to hard::  EO: Did you join today?

CEO_Mesme says:
::sits up and looks around, shakes his head himself and springs to his feet::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: These charges have been brought by your commanding officer. It is our task today to determine whether or not you are guilty of them.

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Indeed, I wouldn't have shot you until I thought we had won.

XO_Dref says:
::Walks around the battle field waving his hands up for the victory::

FCO_More says:
XO: What we should do, sir, is go back home and get changed... Wallowing in our defeat.

EO_Leasha says:
TO: yeah Nice greeting huh.. you want to try a cold press on that, might help .. Take it your new as well then ?

CSUP_Takahashi says:
self: I hate it when this happens  ::looks around::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: I only left ME when I was sent too Quarters by the CO

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks at the red paint all over his blue uniform:: self; well so much for a clean uniform. ::looks around for other Scimitar crew::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::drops the gun in disgust and walks back toward the group, removing the mask::

Host CO_Winters says:
Scimitar Crew: Time to regroup... or this is going to turn into tactical training for everyone

TO_DuPont says:
::Nods:: EO: Yeah some welcome....  ::raises his paint ball gun and takes a bead on the XO from the Spartan::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::walks over to the CO and XO::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: Indeed. You are free to plead guilty to some or all of the charges. You will only be required to defend yourself against those you plead not guilty to. 

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::looks at the CO who is next to him::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: your job is too see if this case is a court martial offence, sir, not be judge, jury and executioner, sir, or do I have too remind the Admiral on my right as Federation Citizen, sir?

EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the gun:: TO: Truth be told I’m not very good with these things .... ::hears the orders::

XO_Black says:
::grumbles a little::  FCO: Dang...I can't believe this...  we'll need to schedule a meeting with Mr Ahkileez right away...  CO: I know, Sir... just sorry these guys won.. they won't have stood a change if they didn't surprise us with this...  ::grins::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CO: Tactical training maybe.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: You do not need to remind me of anything. You first have the opportunity to plead guilty to the above charges, saving all involved a considerable amount of time and effort. 

TO_DuPont says:
::Thinks about firing and then lets the gun drop as he hears the XO's orders::

CEO_Mesme says:
::walks back towards the assembling crew, rubbing his back::

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::drops the mask too and tries very hard to calm down::

Host CO_Winters says:
CNS: If we loose again, we will be doing tactical training until you are all special ops

EO_Leasha says:
::walks with the TO over to everyone::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::thinks, me and my big mouth::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: Should you wish to plead not guilty, we will review the evidence and see if the charges warrant a court martial.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: I plead guilty for endanger my Fellow Crewmen, but not for the others, sir. I did not leave my post and I used a Phaser as have been taught by my on Starfleet Academy, sir!

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
ACTION: The Spartan crew regroup, although they seem to have lost something.....

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Yes, no doubt they have been practicing

CTO_Ahkileez says:
::stops by the rest of his crew::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: spots the Spartan crew ::

FCO_More says:
::sighs::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: Very well. Let us review the evidence placed before us.

FCO_More says:
:picks up his stuff again and lays it on::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::looks at the Spartan crew::

XO_Dref says:
Scimitar crew: Where's the captain Hera? We need to find him.

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: Aye, aye, sir!

XO_Black says:
::looks around::  XO_Dref: You lost your Captain...?

Host Admiral_Rix says:
Computer: Play evidence excerpt Bronckhorst-One, filed by Captain John Winters and Commander Brian Black of the USS Scimitar.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
<Computer> Main Engineering was invaded by a Romulan boarding party who immediately started pushing forward, firing at the various crewmembers in main engineering as the senior staff regrouped at the other end of main engineering to make a stand.

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Closes eyes and tries to find Hera::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
<Computer> Stunning several crewmembers they quickly made hostages and the fire-fight that followed was chaotic, this was when our former CEO said:

CTO_Ahkileez says:
XO_Dref: What does Captain Hera look like? ::back in detective mode::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
<Computer> XO: OH well ::throws up his arms:: ALL: Don't shoot I surrender!

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::frowns::

Host Admiral_Rix says:
<Computer> Not long after this he apparently came to senses and grabbed a phaser from an engineer who was down and began firing at the Romulan boarding party again.

XO_Dref says:
::Finds the captain Hera lying on the floor::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
CO: I can't sense him.

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: Do you wish me to continue?

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: Stop

Host Admiral_Rix says:
OPS: Very well.

EO_Leasha says:
::Just watches what is going on ::

OPS-Bronckhorst says:
Rix: I was trying too get behind the Intruders, but was shot by the CO, sir

TO_DuPont says:
::wonders what the confusion is all about::

XO_Black says:
::taps his commbadge::  Computer: Locate Captain Hera..

Host Admiral_Rix says:
::raises the corner of his mouth slightly;:

XO_Dref says:
All: The captain is dead! What happened...?

CEO_Mesme says:
::stands in a slightly confused state::

CSUP_Takahashi says:
::tries to get the paint off his uniform::

CNS_tr`Loris says:
::makes a face:: self: definitely bad.

Host Cmdr_Richmond says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Scimitar Mission: Episode #1 - “War Games” >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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